We've submitted a data sync collection to set holdings. Do we have to wait before we create/submit a second data sync for deletions? Can both data syncs occur simultaneously?
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Applies to

- WorldShare Collection Manager

Answer

It is possible to set up a single data sync to add and also delete records. However, to avoid confusion, we suggest creating one data sync to add collections and one to delete collections. You can do these at the same time without any issue.

If the data sync is a reclamation then you cannot have a two separate data syncs for add and delete at the same time. This is because the reclamation already deletes all holdings as part of the process.

Additional information

More information on [how to create a data sync collection](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/Troubleshooting/We_have_submitted_a...). The step by step [workflow for data sync collections](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/Troubleshooting/We_have_submitted_a...).